Critical election processes, such as voting, counting and consolidating results are still being done manually in most countries around the world.

To increase transparency and improve the integrity of manual elections, Smartmatic offers three solutions.

1. **SmartTally**

   SmartTally equips poll workers in polling stations and operators in consolidation center with technology to securely and accurately collect, transmit, and consolidate paper tally reports and provide accurate results.

   The SmartTally solution includes:

   - An intuitive mobile app, which enables authorized poll workers to easily digitize polling station tally reports in real-time;
   - A desktop app that allows authorized users to easily digitize tally reports, either from polling stations or from regional collection centers;
   - And a web-based system that helps users to type-in paper tally reports for fast, and accurate processing and verification.

2. **Central Scanning**

3. **Precinct Scanning**
2. Central Scanning

Smartmatic’s Central Scanning solution automates vote counting in manual elections by processing ballots at a central location faster, and more accurate.

Our Central Scanner system has been designed with the highest standards of usability to ensure a convenient experience for election officials at central locations.

3. Precinct Scanning

The Precinct Scanning solution supports election officials with the optimization of polling station vote counting for traditional paper-based elections.

Smartmatic’s Precinct Scanner increases the accuracy, efficiency, and transparency of vote counting while maintaining the paper ballot as a final input for auditing.

About Smartmatic

Founded in the USA in 2000 and currently headquartered in London, Smartmatic serves customers through an organization comprising over 500 employees across 15 offices around the world.

Smartmatic is the world's leading electronic voting company, having run more large-scale election technology projects than any other company, with 3.7 billion votes registered in elections on 5 continents.

www.smartmatic.com

The leading global provider of secure election technology

Our clients benefit from our complete portfolio of solutions to make election administration more efficient and transparent.
We lead the electronic voting industry with our solutions, geographical presence and technological advancements.
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